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             FROM YOUR PASTOR      
 

      “After forty days Noah opened a window he had made in the ark and sent out a 

raven, and it kept flying back and forth until the water had dried up from the 

earth. Then he sent out a dove to see if the water had receded from the surface of the 

ground.  But the dove could find nowhere to perch because there was water over all the 

surface of the earth; so, it returned to Noah in the ark. He reached out his hand and 

took the dove and brought it back to himself in the ark.  He waited seven more days and 

again sent out the dove from the ark.  When the dove returned to him in the evening, 

there in its beak was a freshly plucked olive leaf! Then Noah knew that the water had 

receded from the earth. 12 He waited seven more days and sent the dove out again, but 

this time it did not return to him.”  (Genesis 8: 6-12) 

************* 

 As I look back at the thirteen years that I have just finished being your pastor, I do 

so with great humility, joy, faith, and love.  And, now I enter my fourteenth year with 

you, my Christian family.   

When I arrived here in January of 2006, I did not know what God was going to do 

with all of us here at FPCA.  I can only remember that I was so very excited and 

hopeful…and I am still excited today…perhaps even more! 

I am not one who is a specialist on numerology, but clearly numerology is of vital 

importance in the Bible.  There are certain numbers that have been assigned certain 

meanings.  Three, seven, six, twelve, eight and forty are just a few numbers that most 

Christians will be able to give you as having an important significance in the Bible. Three 

is a “God” number for the three persons of the Trinity.  Seven represents completeness 

from the seven days of the week. Twelve represents government as shown by the twelve 

disciples and the number of the tribes of Israel (the sons of Jacob). Forty is the number 

for testing or trials as shown in the years spent by Israel in the wilderness and the length 

of days Jesus was tested after He received the Holy Spirit.  

What about fourteen?   
Well, when one thinks of the number “14”, one may think of Noah sending out the 

doves from the ark to see that the waters had receded from the earth and a time of new 

https://ificouldteachthebible.wordpress.com/2011/09/25/jacobisrael-what-really-was-his-name/
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beginning had begun.  After sending out the raven, Noah waited seven days to send out 

the first dove.  Then he waited seven more days to send out the second dove.  The total 

time period was fourteen days. 

Perhaps the fact that this occurred over a fourteen-day period of time is of no 

significance whatsoever.  However, I prefer to believe that every part of God’s Word is 

meaningful.  And, after fourteen days, it was time for all of the animals and human 

beings to begin anew.  

Is it possible that our fourteenth year together will be a time for a new 

beginning…one which brings new opportunities…new blessings?  What will the 

doves that we send out find?  And, when they return to us, will we know what to do? 

I sincerely believe that this coming year will be one filled with countless blessings.  

And together, we will grow together in faith and serve the Lord with all of our energy and 

resources. 

I’m so excited about this coming year! 

Are you? 

 

Your Friend and Pastor, 

 
 

PREACHING SCHEDULE FOR FEBRUARY 2019 
 

 
 

February 3, 2019  Service of Holy Communion     Dr. Chris Looker, Preaching 

February 10, 2019                                                               Dr. Chris Looker, Preaching 

February 17, 2019                                                              Pastor Bill Jokela, Peaching                                                                 

February 24, 2019                                                              Guest Preacher (TBA) 
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   THE LAW OF LIFETIME GROWTH  

 

          For over a year I have repeated a long introduction to my different articles. To 

begin this particular article I will offer an abbreviated version. 

          Greg Anderson is a cancer survivor. In 1984 he was literally given a death sentence 

by his doctors, but Anderson knew that many people survive cancer. His writings 

generally focus on the common characteristics of cancer survivors. He sums up his 

approach to healthy living is his book entitled THE 22 (NON-NEGOTIABLE) LAWS OF 

WELLNESS: Feel, Think and Live Better Than You Ever Thought Possible.  
          Please note that he is not just writing about surviving cancer, but he is talking about 

the idea of “wellness” as it applies to all of life. The subtitle of this book is Feel, Think 

and Live Better Than You Ever Thought Possible.  
          He says that wellness is more than a “medical fix” but is a way of living – a 

lifestyle sensitive and responsive to all the dimensions of body, mind, and spirit, an 

approach to life we each design to achieve our highest potential for well-being now and 

forever. This reminds me of the words of Jesus who says, “...The thief does not come, 

except to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they may have life, and that they may 

have it more abundantly.” John 10:10 (Modern English Version) 

          The LAW OF LIFETIME GROWTH is his call for each of us to achieve our highest 

potential, throughout our lifetime. He begins the chapter by discussing, of all things, old 

age. He says that recent studies in gerontology estimate that 80% of the aging process is 

based on attitude and expectations and that only 20% is a result of biological changes. 

Terms like “Retirement” and “Golden Years” suggest that when one reaches a certain age 

one’s life is almost over. Or, when one retires they are just biding their time until they 

depart this life. 

          He writes about how his parents encouraged his curiosity about everything as he 

was growing up. They wanted him to be aware of world events and how different people 

and cultures were dealing with different issues. He says that to this day he still  

has an insatiable curiosity about the many aspects of life. He reminds me of the old Army 

slogan, Be All That You Can Be. And he says that we should have such an attitude for 

our entire life. He suggests that our attitude toward aging is not just an individual 

problem but a problem facing society in general. He suggests that one should never be 

forced to retire just because they have reached a certain age. He says, “We should strike 

the category of age off documents except for statistical and record-keeping purposes, in 

the same manner that the Constitution prohibits us from discriminating on the basis of 

race or religion. A commitment to lifetime growth is the key.” 
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          Another quote – Attitude-altering attempts are not the exclusive domain of 

government. Ultimately, we are each responsible for creating and satisfying our curiosity 

about life. Our efforts make all the difference! The list of great men and women who have 

committed themselves to this law is long and inspiring. 

          Here, for the rest of the chapter, Anderson lists famous men and women who are 

each known for their lifelong productivity and achievement. After each person he 

ascribes a certain lesson that we can learn from that person’s life. To wit… 

          Thomas Alva Edison patented 1,033 inventions, his first at age twenty-one and his 

last at age eighty-one. Because he had minimal formal education the lesson here is that 

genius does not depend on advanced degrees or the approval of others; pursue your God-

given talents throughout your life. 

          The comedian, George Burns, was expected to retire after the death of his beloved 

wife, Gracie Allen. Instead, he became even more involved in his work and in life. At the 

age of eighty he won an Oscar for his role in The Sunshine Boys. And he booked himself 

to play in Las Vegas on his hundredth birthday. The lessons here are overcome loss, rise 

to new and greater possibilities and never let age be an excuse. 

          Anna Mary Moses, better known as Grandma Moses, farmed until her late 

seventies. She also embroidered, but by age seventy-eight her fingers had become too 

stiff to handle a needle, so she began to paint in oils.  The lesson: keep seeking even after 

defeat. Your greatest work may yet lie ahead. 

          George Bernard Shaw, British playwright, remained active and immensely 

productive until his death at age ninety-four. Shaw wrote about the arts and politics and 

penned his last play when he was in his late eighties. The lessons for us here are respond 

to issues that intrigue and motivate. Pursue these interests daily. 

At age seventy-two, the anthropologist Margaret Mead made a trip to study the 

Arapesh people of New Guinea. In 1975, a television documentary traced a typical week 

in her life. She was constantly busy -- contributing and exploring. She was so busy that 

she exhausted her television crew most of whom were less than half her age.  Her lesson 

for us is to find your passion and pursue it. 

          Benjamin Franklin, writer, scientist, inventor, and one of the greatest statesmen of 

the Revolutionary era, achieved his most notable victories in later life.  At seventy, he 

was a member of the committee that drafted the Declaration of Independence, as well as 

one of its signers. He was seventy-five when he negotiated the end to the War of 

Independence. Called the wisest American, Franklin was eighty-one when he effected the 

compromise that brought the Constitution of the United States into being. There are many 

lessons here: contribute, find a higher cause, give of self, and devote your life to the well-

being of others. 

          Edward “Duke” Ellington never retired. For nearly fifty years he had a band and 

was always travelling and performing. He made his first recording in 1924 and his last in 
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1974. He left a great legacy – the most distinctive single body of composition in the 

history of jazz. The lessons: never retire, always aspire – for the greater goal 

Anderson concludes this chapter by calling not only for a cultural change but a mega shift 

in our own thinking about all life can be. He claims that this particular law of wellness 

represents a great hope for people of all ages, all states of wellness, and all cultures. 

          His final admonition is to grow, learn, pursue, contribute, enjoy, make the 

commitment. He suggests that by doing so you’ll know fulfillment as never before. 

          My next article will be on the first of the three Vocational Laws, THE LAW OF 

LIFE MISSION 

           

Submitted by Bill Jokela, Parish Associate, FPCA 
 

 

LET’S MEET OUR NEW ELDER ELECT RICHARD STOY 
 

 

I was born in England and emigrated to America in 1963 with my mother and 

stepfather (he was in the US Air Force).  I grew up in South Carolina and was drafted in 

1967 and sent to Vietnam.  I served there for 15 months and then, after being discharged, 

I went to college at the University of South Carolina (GI Bill, scholarships, and graduate 

assistant).  After getting a graduate degree in History (and working for the University and 

the library as a research librarian), I went back into the Army in 1978 and stayed until I 

retired in 2005 as Chief Warrant Officer 5 (I served in military intelligence and 

participated in numerous deployments, wars, and conflicts).  I met and married my wife 

in Korea in 1990.  We have two children (Jennifer - 27 and Jeremy - 22).  I worked as a 

contractor for several years and then in civil service (Defense Intelligence Agency), 

retiring from that in 2017. 

I was raised in the Anglican Church and then attended an Episcopalian church in 

South Carolina.  I drifted away from the church for a while and returned to attend a 

Presbyterian church in North Carolina and then in Hawaii.  I have served as a deacon in 

Hawaii and in the Post Chapel in Korea.  I have also served on various committees and 

church organizations, including the Tres Dias (the Catholic version is Walk to Emmaus).  

We transferred here last year from the Meadows Presbyterian Church in Charlottesville. 

 

Richard Stoy  
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MEET FELLOW CHRISTIANS 

BILLY GRAHAM  
By Marta Strada 

 

 
 

          This being the February issue of our newsletter, I think we should look at Billy 

Graham as a Fellow Christian who passed away on February 21, 2018, at the age of 99.  

The Rev. Billy Graham was active as minister for more than 60 years, preaching to nearly 

215 million people around the world, reaching millions more through radio, television 

and webcasts. 

          Billy Graham lived a great life.  He grew up working on his family's dairy farm in 

rural North Carolina. He got up at 3 AM to milk cows! In 1934 he had a religious 

experience when he attended a revival meeting led by an evangelist. He professed his 

“decision for Christ.” In 1936 he left his father’s dairy farm to attend Bob Jones College 

in Cleveland, Tennessee, but the extreme fundamentalism he experienced there made him 

transfer to Florida Bible Institute (the present Trinity College), near Tampa. Billy was 

surprised when the dean asked him to preach the next day at a small Baptist church.  

          Billy graduated in 1940, and was ordained by the Southern Baptist Convention. 

However, he felt that his education was deficient, which made him enroll at Wheaton 

College in Illinois where he met Ruth Bell, daughter of a missionary to China. They got  

married in 1943, the same year he graduated from Wheaton. At this time he had 

developed the preaching style for which he would become famous: a simple, direct 

message of sin and salvation that he delivered energetically.   He observed many years  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Southern-Baptist-Convention
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Wheaton-College-Wheaton-Illinois
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Wheaton-College-Wheaton-Illinois
https://www.britannica.com/place/China
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later, “Sincerity is the biggest part of selling anything, including the Christian plan of 

salvation.”  

          After having briefly served as pastor of Western Springs Baptist Church in a 

suburb of Chicago, Billy Graham decided to become an itinerant evangelist.  In 1945 he 

joined the staff of a new organization called Youth for Christ, and in 1947 he served as 

president of Northwestern Bible College in Minneapolis, Minnesota.  For a while he 

served as a pastor in a small church and preached over the radio show, but he left this 

church and began preaching all over the United States and Europe. In 1949 he became a 

national figure when he went on a crusade in Los Angeles.  In 1950 he began the weekly 

Hour of Decision radio program by which he reached out to the world for more than 60 

years. A crusade in Queens, New York, in June 2005, was Billy Graham’s last crusade.  

          Billy Graham claimed to have preached to more people than anyone else in history, 

which is most likely correct. His evangelical crusades around the world, his television 

appearances and radio broadcasts, even his friendships with presidents made him one of 

the most recognized religious figures of the 20th century.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Bible
https://www.britannica.com/place/Minneapolis
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OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM OF GOD 

 
All the babies in the Christian Childcare Center are growing up so fast! It seems it 

was only moments ago, though it must’ve been a month or so that one of the “carpet 

creepers” stood and began to toddle. Then, suddenly one evening, there she was, grasping 

her daddy’s hand and walking steadily through the library, no longer a creeper, but a full-

fledged walker. She’s absolutely nonchalant about her new-found skill!  

Another little one, only a few months old, has begun noticing people’s faces and 

reaching to touch and grab. He’s very gentle in his exploration of nose and cheek, and I 

am wondering what his sense of touch is teaching him: perhaps that faces are soft, kind, 

and accepting of a baby’s touch. It’s fun to encourage that sort of learning. 

Here’s a little girl learning all about “tummy time,” lying tummy down on the rug 

to learn to lift her head and support her weight. She doesn’t like it much yet and tires 

after a few minutes: it’s a chore to lift her head when it’s a brand-new experience. Very 

quickly, before she can get weary or frustrated, a teacher lifts and cuddles her, telling her 

what a good job she has done. Now she’s all smiles again, content in those cradling arms! 

These babies and toddlers in the CCC bless us daily: director, teachers and 

volunteers alike. We all love loving them, and they bloom in this loving care. It’s easy to 

tell that each one is very much loved at home, too! We are so very grateful their parents 

have entrusted them to us. We feel they are thriving in the Love which enfolds us all.  

 

Carol Gage,  

Volunteer  
 

SCAS LUNCH N' LIFE 

February 28th, 2019 

 
Join us for lunch and to hear Gabriel Abasi speak about "Enlightening Entertainment". 

Funny stories of Life, Humor, Love, and Laughter.  

When: Thursday, February 28th, 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM  

Where: St. Barnabas Episcopal Church, 4801 Ravensworth Rd., Annandale, VA  

Cost: $10 (includes lunch and entertainment) All are welcome!  

Registration: Please call the office Monday through Friday between 10:00 am to 1:00 

pm. at 703-941-1419 or e-mail to shepherdscas@vacoxmail.com by Monday, February 

25th. (Reservations and prepayment are required as our lunches are catered) Send your 

check to: SCAS, 7610 Newcastle Dr., Annandale, VA 22003.  
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A BIT ABOUT A BOOK 
 

(Being an unsolicited article about a book so perfect for mid-winter reading that you 

might enjoy it, too.) 

 

Are you a child at heart? Childlike, not childish? Or, have you grown old in 

thought, word, and deed? Wish you had more flexibility? Whatever your answer, “The 

Little Prince,” by Antoine de Saint-Exupery might speak to you, as it does to me.  

This 1943 classic, translated from the French, is related by a pilot whose plane 

has crashed miles from civilization in the Sahara. It unfolds the story of a little boy, 

called the little prince by the author, who has come to earth from his own home, 

Asteroid B-216. The downed pilot and prince meet when the little prince wakens the 

pilot with,”If you please, draw me a sheep.” No artist, the pilot draws several sheep, 

but the little prince is critical and rejects each one. The pilot finally draws a box with 

air holes, telling the prince in frustration that it contains a sheep. The prince is 

enchanted: this is exactly the sheep he wanted! 

Full of questions, while never directly answering one, the prince reveals himself 

over a period of a week as a far traveler. He had left his home nearly a year earlier and 

had visited several tiny “planets,” learning a lesson from the sole inhabitant of each 

one. Now he has come to earth. Here in the Sahara, he has met a fox who also is 

lonely and urges the little prince to tame him, that they might be special to each other. 

The little prince does this over several days by visiting and talking to the fox. Then the 

fox shares with him the secret of life. It is a wonderful secret; revealing it will not 

diminish the story, should you choose to read it. 

The fox says, “One sees clearly only with the heart. What is essential is invisible 

to the eye.” Such a simple statement. Read it again: “One sees clearly only with the 

heart. What is essential is invisible to the eye.” 

This writing must end here lest I spoil the book’s ending for you. Rest assured, 

however, that it is poignant and lovely. I only fear I have not done justice to a story 

which calls me to reread it annually, both to savor its message and to discover new 

insights.   

 

A Bookworm 
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THE POTTER’S HOUSE JANUARY CLASS:  

A JOYFUL TIME WAS HAD BY ALL! 
 

With the Potter’s House Bowl and Vase Show now a pleasant 2-months-old 

memory, Dr. Chris Looker and Carol Gage held a month-long, 4-session pottery class 

throughout January. Dr. Looker demonstrated the making of lidded casseroles, a few 

steps up in expertise from simple bowls and vases, to be sure! 

A casserole begins much like any bowl with a centered cone of clay on the potter’s 

wheel. Once the potter has shaped a basic bowl, however, the fun begins. S/he throws 

another bowl, shallow this time, for the lid. Since the bowl has a rim to hold the lid, the 

lid must be thrown to fit quite perfectly on this rim, so that bowl and lid fit securely 

together to hold in the steam during cooking. 

If the potter wants handles on the casserole, s/he shapes them from extruded clay, 

securing them firmly to the sides of the casserole. They must adhere tightly and be strong 

enough to bear not only the casserole’s weight, but also the food within. 

The casserole lid usually has a small knob for its handle, for ease in lifting. Each 

added item requires a new technique and thus, a learning experience: fascinating. With 

good fortune, both casserole bowl and lid survive drying, firing, glazing, and a second 

firing. If not, they were still quite fun to make! Check the Potter’s House table in the 

sanctuary to see what casseroles the class produced. 

Perhaps you’d like to come and join us for the next pottery class, even make a 

casserole for yourself or a loved one. We plan to schedule another class when Dr. Looker 

returns from his third month of sabbatical, perhaps in late March or early April. Stay 

tuned! 

The Clay Whisperer 

 

“You can’t buy happiness, but you can buy clay and that’s pretty much the same 

thing.”  

Anonymous 

    ATTENTION! 
 

Deadline for the March issue of FIRST and ForMOST is February 20, 2019. 
Please e-mail your announcements and reports to the Editor, Marta Strada, 
LUXI7777@aol.com, or put them in the FIRST and ForMOST drawer in the 
church office.  Thank you! 
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SESSION HIGHLIGHTS 
 

December 16, 2018 
 Dr. Chris Looker opened the meeting with prayer, thanking God for this 

morning’s amazing service, especially his swearing-in of Eugene Ossum as a lawyer. 

 The Rev. Bill Jokela reported that he will be honorably retired by Presbytery. 

 CCC Director Merlin Berganza reported that 3 new teachers were hired in early 

December, bringing the total to 10. The CCC will be able to begin contributing to 

FPCA early in 2019, enrollment having now exceeded expectation. 

 Director of Family Ministries Stella Lee reported that all is in readiness for the 

Children’s Christmas Craft Event. 

 Dr. Looker reported that he will take his third month of sabbatical leave from 

mid-February to mid-March. 

 Session moved to convert Room 109, the Choir Room, to a CCC infants’ room, 

which will provide space for an additional 12 infants. Five (5) spaces have already 

been reserved. February 15 is the tentative opening date for this room. 

 Richard Stoy and Jennifer Stoy have agreed to their nominations as elders for 

the Class of 2021. Pat Fuller has agreed to her nomination as deacon for the Class of 

2021. 

Betty Clark was unanimously approved to continue to serve as FPCA Treasurer 

in 2019. Elder Carol Gage was unanimously approved to continue as Clerk of Session 

in 2019. (The Book of Order requires both treasurer’s and clerk’s positions to be 

renewed annually.) 

 The 2019 Budget, as presented by the Administration and Finance Commission 

to Session, was reviewed, discussed and unanimously approved. 

 Richard Stoy, upon his ordination as elder, will be voted upon by Session to 

become the FPCA Corporation Elder Liaison as well as the corporation treasurer. 

 Dr. Looker closed the meeting with prayer, thanking God for God’s generosity, 

graciousness, and mercy, and asking God to bless us as we continue His Son’s 

ministry in the world. 

 

January 20, 2019 
Dr. Chris Looker opened the meeting with prayer, asking that we might hear 

one another: the words we say as well as what is behind the words. He thanked God 

for the faithful service of the elders going off the Session, especially for Roger 

Stevenson’s service. He asked God’s blessing on our congregation, for those who are 
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ill, in need of God’s tender care, especially Elder Chuck Beekman and his wife 

Nessell. He asked for guidance in this session meeting in the name of Jesus Christ, our 

Lord. 

The Rev. Bill Jokela provided copies of his report of pastoral calls for the month 

and noted that he will be honorably retired by Presbytery. 

CCC Director Merlin Berganza reported that the new infants’ room (Room 109, 

former Choir Room), scheduled to open on February 11, 2019, has 4 pre-enrolled 

infants. The CCC now has 30 children enrolled. A new teacher has been hired. 

Dr. Looker thanked Elder Roger Stevenson and Deacon Geneva Looker for their 

service as they finish their active roles. 

Dr. Looker will take his third and final month of sabbatical leave from mid-

February to mid-March. 

Session approved the annual combined Congregational and Ecclesiastical 

Meeting for January 27, 2019, for the purpose of presenting and voting upon nominees 

for elders, deacons, and elders-at-large. As usual, the Terms of the Pastor’s Call will 

also be presented and voted upon and the floor opened for questions and comments 

from church members. 

Dr. Looker closed the meeting with prayer, thanking God for the opportunity to 

meet and get God’s work done. He asked for new members and for God’s blessing, 

especially on the Christian Childcare Center.  He asked that, wherever there is an 

opportunity or challenge, we realize God will give answers through those of us who 

are elders, deacons, and pastors, if we but listen to God’s still, small Voice. He 

thanked God for being with us and asked God’s blessing upon us. 

 

Carol Gage,  

Clerk of Session 

 

 

THE FPCA MEN’S BREAKFAST 

First Presbyterian Church of Annandale  
Saturday, February 2, 2019 at 8:30 AM in Room 105 

Come One, Come All to this  
GREAT FUN AND FELLOWSHIP EVENT! 
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LET THE CHILDREN COME TO ME 
  

The toddlers are having a blast here at our Christian Childcare Center! Their 

enthusiastic and innovative teachers are teaching them about God’s Love with the 

noted Mother Goose Christian Curriculum. Each day, they learn and practice a new 

skill. They construct take-home crafts which illustrate a concept learned that day. One 

day, it might be an owl made from a paper plate, with cupcake liner eyes and lots of 

coloring, all glued to a wide craft stick. Another day, it might be a yarn necklace hung 

with a glittery golden pear. The back side of the pear has a meaningful poem about the 

little pear which grows on a tree among all the chestnuts (Can you guess the meaning 

of that combo?). Imagination runs rampant among the toddlers, which is a great way 

for them to learn. 

 In the infants’ rooms, the babies are learning to socialize. Even at three and four 

months old, these little ones really enjoy reclining in their bouncy chairs, close to the 

floor for safety’s sake, as they coo, wave, and giggle at the other babies. The carpet 

creepers, a little older, learn kindness toward each other: how to pat gently without 

hitting, how to share soft toys, and how to begin to be independent. 

All the children, babies and toddlers alike, listen to Christian songs about the 

love of Jesus, as well as the old-timey (but always popular) “Old MacDonald Had a 

Farm,” “The Wheels on the Bus Go ‘Round and ‘Round” and others. Their teachers 

introduce them to colors, shapes, numbers, and even simple phonics with board books 

and colorful wall posters. Only a little at a time, especially for the babies, so they still 

have lots of time to explore their world physically with all their senses. It’s enough to 

plant seeds of learning for now.   

The children are all getting loved, nurtured, and educated in this safe and caring 

environment. I love directing this childcare center and really love helping with the 

children themselves! Thanks to all the parents for this wonderful opportunity! 

 

Ms. Merlin Berganza 

Director CCC 
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Jesus Loves Children  

 

 

 

 


